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Adapt or Adjust
As the seasons change and dangers face
many members of the insect and reptile families,
they adapt to the surrounding conditions. In essence, we do the same.
Sometimes it’s weather related. And other
times, we are preyed upon by vultures of different kinds -- economic conditions, corporate conglomerates, foreign competition, etc. How do we
handle “outside influences” that threaten our market share, way of life, pure existence as deep South
Texas businesses?
We adapt or adjust. While the definitions
are very different, the goal is the same: to make
revisions aimed at keeping our head above the
water. Adapting the plan in theory is just more
drastic or wholesale than tweaks or adjustments.
Depending on the severity of the situation, slight
changes may need to happen more universally or
more urgently. Either way, we are constantly needing to stay ahead of the curve because everybody
knows, if you’re standing still you’re actuall losing
ground.
For some businesses and organizations
here in the Rio Grande Valley, the much cooler
and wet days brought us adverse conditions. And
for others, the lower temperatures created positive conditions for increased sales and profits.

new business and you
fought the elements
last month, I bet you
were in rare company
when trying to get
in with the decison
maker. Why? Because
most people found
plenty of reasons to
not brave the cold,
wind and wet. Kudos
to those who put on
the winter/rain coat,
an extra pair of socks and hit the road doing
business like there was no tomorrow.
When we make adjustments and adaptations to keep the boat afloat, there is a tomorrow. And with a dose of luck thrown in, we live
to the tomorrow after that. Let’s keep pressing
on, RGV! It’s our business.

If you were on the short
end of that stick, finding
your company struggling
to makes ends meet, you
transitioned sidewalk sales
to bringing the business inside, literally. That was both
adjusting and adapting.
There will always
be curve balls or kinks
throwing our “successful
plan” into a tailspin. As administrative leaders of our
companies, we must find out what our customers want, deliver it when they need it, and handle
their customer service issues, regardless if the sky
has opened combined with a northeast wind of
20 mph and no sight of sun for two consecutive
weeks. Those storms of running a business are inevitable, and our responsibilities include toughing
it out and adjusting/adapting to whatever outside
influences may distract us from our standard operating procedure.
While it’s true storms don’t last forever, we
all know we must pursue effective and efficient action plans if we want to live to see another storm.
If you are responsible for beating the pavement for
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On the Road Again: Mobile Businesses
By Eileen Mattei
manager’s approval, she set up in the company
come with their animals.”
Back in the Valley’s early days, some
break room, placing a portable screen so healthbusinesses customarily brought their goods and The New Reality
care workers could try on scrubs.
services to their customers’ homes and busiAbout 25% of the employers pay for
Although Letty Torres’s dream was to run
nesses. In 1910 McAllen, for example, residents a business from her home, she believed her Imagin all or three sets of scrubs, usually in matched
living on Main Street would hang a sheet on Scrubs needed a storefront to build her credibility. or coordinating colors, for their staff, Torres
their porch if they wanted Dr. Frank Osborn She was wrong.
said. “Those offices call when they have a new
to stop in for a house call. Fifty years later, ice
Beginning in 2012, Torres would arrive at employee. It’s so convenient with established
cream trucks, pizza delivery cars and door-to- doctors’ offices and clinics by appointment, bringing customers.” She carries credit card authorizadoor peddlers were the final vestiges of house in her racks of sample medical scrubs. With the office tion forms for individuals paying out of pocket.
calls. Today, a resurgence of mobile businesses highlights the appeal of customer convenience. While trendy mobile gyms and restaurant meal delivery may not have reached
the Valley yet, many other mobile entrepreneurs have already tapped in their customers’
preference for at-home service.
Berenice and George Gordillo are
dog lovers. That and the couple’s years working in dog grooming and retail pet store management are the primary reasons they opened
Kirey’s Mobile Grooming in 2012, naming
the business after their schnauzer. The Gordillos began with one large van outfitted for
all aspects of dog grooming, and today have
three mobile grooming vans covering Hidalgo County.
Dog owners first and foremost appreciate the convenience of the mobile pet
grooming service, said Berenice. “Our customers are people who work full schedules or
have multiple pets and find it hard to transport them all. Some have really big dogs, and
other dog owners are older and have difficulty
getting out.” Additionally, dogs stay calmer,
do not have to remain in a strange kennel for
hours, and there is less risk for exposure to
sick animals when using a mobile service.
The vans, which have self-contained
water, air conditioning and heater systems,
and the equipment, such as clippers and
brushes, are sanitized between clients. “I feel
this is much better for the dogs. We are dedicated to doing one dog at a time,” she said.
In February, Kirey’s Pet Salon and
Hotel opened on Frontage Road in Shary.
“We want to appeal to all budgets. The salon
provides grooming at a lower price,” George
said. Besides boarding, the salon will offer
pickup and delivery service.
GPS has helped Kirey’s vans locate
customers’ neighborhoods in Edinburg,
McAllen, Mission Palmview, Pharr, San
Juan and Penitas, according to George, who
intends to expand Kirey’s territory. “Most
of our customers have spotted the van and
called or heard about us from their friends.
Our busiest season is when Winter Texans This lucky dog gets a haircut from George Gordillo without having to leave home. (VBR)
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“I had a customer ask what makes
me different from ordering online,” she said.
“The answer is you can try on the scrubs and
feel the fabric, see the workmanship. You are
not charged for shipping or delivery. I offer
payment plans, a 100% customer satisfaction
guarantee and can answer your questions.”
She delivers scrubs the day after a fitting, if the garments are in her inventory.
After 18 months tending her part-time
storefront when she was not in doctors’ offices, Torres went fully mobile. “Probably a few
would like me to have a store, but the traffic
was minimal,” she said. She uses her truck to
bring the styles and sizes she expects to need for
appointments. A customized van is a possibility down the road.
“So far this business plan allows me to
do a lot more with my time. I look for referrals
to other offices. I’ve always been a go-getter,”
said Torres.
Jym Almazan was selling purses out of
his trunk when he spotted a Matco van, a tool
store on wheels. “I saw the setup and thought
it would be a cool idea.” Arm Candy Mobile
Handbag Boutique now operates two Ford
450 busses from its Edinburg base.
“My clientele come on board and look
at the designer purses and perfumes,” explained
Almazan, who has been in the business for
more than 10 years. He and his son run regular
routes, stopping at a total of 15-20 customer
locations daily, usually workplaces. “They like

it because they don’t Berenice and George Gordillo have tapped into a large customer base that appreciates
have to go to mall a dog and cat grooming service which makes house calls. (VBR)
or look for parking.
They love the convenience. People call
and ask if we can
stop by during their
lunch hour.”
“Michael
Kors purses and
wallets take the
cake right now,”
said Almazan. He
also carries Burberry, Tory Burch and
other popular labels,
and offers payment
plans for his clients.
Arm Candy’s owner
said he supports the
growing mobile industry, using a mobile carwash and
eating at food trucks
out of town.
Cleaning Up
After scraping enough money together for
a truck and mobile car washing equipment, David
Iraheta and his wife Carla Alvarez launched D’Luxe
Hand Carwash in 2005. Ten years later, Iraheta has a
calendar filled with standing appointments for service
in Mission, Edinburg and McAllen.

“People use us because they don’t
have the time to go out to a car wash, and they
don’t like waiting around. We get to know
our clients and know what they prefer and
when.”
New clients are squeezed in around

Taking Imagin Scrubs on the road, Letty Torres loads sample scrubs in her truck en route to an Doctors’ offices have Letty Torres bring her Imagin Scrubs for emappointment at a doctor’s office. (VBR)
ployees to try on and purchase. (VBR)
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established
ap- Jym Almazan now operates two Arm Candy Handbag Boutique trucks where customers shop at their convenience. (Courtesy)
pointments. “People come up and
tell me, ‘we’ve been
watching you, and
we like the way you
work.’ They pay attention when they
see my truck,” said
Iraheta. “This is
hard work, but it
pays off.”
W h i l e
the mobile carwash covers the
exterior and vacuuming, two years
ago D’Luxe Hand
Carwash opened a
bricks-and-mortar
location in Mercedes which also
offers full detailing
and carpet shampooing.
About 14
years ago, Cheap
Auto Glass began
offering
mobile
windshield repairs.
“For some customers it was a convenience, but for most people it
was because their windshield was so badly damaged. Most people find it convenient.” The
bigger glass insurance companies and distributors like Safelite, usually specify mobile service.
“I think working out of a van does not
give the best result possible,” said Darren Tiffin,
the owner of Cheap Auto Glass. “You cannot
do as good a job as in the shop where we have
all the best tools, more powerful tools, and all
the moldings.” Winter Texans tend to have
full auto insurance covering glass replacement,
which many Valley drivers do not have.
Across the Valley, new businesses are
Byron Jay Lewis, Chairman of the Board and C.E.O. together with
making house calls: computer technicians,
personal trainers, mobile x-ray and ultrasound
N. Michael Overly, President & C.F.O. are pleased to announce that Mariana
companies, and makeup artists. Convenience
Ragousis Ramirez has accepted the position as McAllen Branch Manager!
comes at a cost, but many customers have decided the savings in time and effort of using
With almost 70 years of title insurance industry experience,
mobile businesses is well worth it.

Edwards Abstract and Title Co.
Introduces...

Mariana
Ragousis Ramirez
McAllen Branch Manager
CESA, CTIA, CAEA
Escrow Officer

For more information, see Kirey’s Mobile Grooming on Facebook or call 432-3985; D’Luxe Hand
Carwash on Facebook or call 463-3860; Imagin
Scrubs on Facebook or call 404-8401; Arm Candy Handbag Boutique on Facebook or call 7639306; call Cheap Auto Glass at 320-0917.

Mariana and the McAllen Team look forward to partnering with you to close
your commercial and residential transactions.
4228 N. McColl Road
McAllen, TX 78504
956-682-4951
956-631-3504 (fax)
mcallen@edwards-titleco.com
www.edwards-titleco.com
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A Conversation With...
Fred Rusteberg
county and region through banking and community
involvement,” Rusteberg said. He also intended to
apply his inclusive style of management. The commitment has lasted for 30 years, covering a period of
remarkable achievements for Brownsville, Cameron
County, IBC and Rusteberg.
Rusteberg’s management style changed as the
bank grew from six employees to its current size. He
groomed a senior management team that was given
opportunities both to try new things and learn from
best practices. “One has to continue to stay ahead
of the game and manage the growth because growth
drives the management style,” he said. “That requires
being willing to loosen control and delegate. To be
successful in the long term, you need to be secure
enough to get the right people for the job. You hire
people who are as good as or better than you are in
certain areas. I try not to stifle creativity.” He sees
himself helping channel people’s talents effectively
and also challenging them. “I immensely enjoy seeing employees and customers grow to their full potential and be successful.”
IBC Brownsville has its own charter and operates like an independent bank, under International
Bancshares Corporation, which is the largest minority-owned bank in the U.S. “We have a consistently
parallel operation with other IBC banks,” Rusteberg
said. “I feel that we have a certain amount of control over our destiny. I believe that a bank needs to
help its community with lending and other services
and products as well as adding value in other ways.”
For IBC Brownsville, the main goal has been
growth through superior service, Rusteberg said.
“Growth has to be sustainable over the long term,
With over 30 years
through every business cycle. We are conservative
experience,
and straight forward.” Nevertheless, he acknowlI can help find
edged the difficulties of being in a business like
you a reliable and
banking which is more and more regulated every
affordable insurance
day. “We have always had the philosophy of knowWayne Walker
policy for:
Agent / Owner
ing our customers, foreign and domestic, and visiting their place of business,” long before the regula•Commercial Policy Specialist
tors required it.
•Auto
•Home
•Life
Rusteberg believes everyone should set per•Pet
•Manufactured Homes
sonal and professional goals. He asks new hires if
Call to schedule an appointment for
they have written goals, just as he asks his senior
your FREE quote so I can start saving management at the beginning of the year, and the
you money today!
editor of VBR. He doesn’t want to know anyone
else’s goals and declines to state his own goals. Still,
(956) 320-0742
he admitted that he has achieved a good number of
1724 Ed Carey Dr., Suite B, Harlingen TX 78550
his goals, professionally and personally. “I can’t wait
info@WalkerTexasInsurance.com
www.walkertexasinsurance.com
to get to work in the morning. There are always different ways we can help. We can listen; we can do
all we can. It is critical we treat people the way we
expect to be treated and earn their respect.”

By Eileen Mattei
In a long conversation with Fred
Rusteberg, one soon realizes that setting goals
and working to those goals underlies the man’s
professional, personal and civic lives. As president/CEO of IBC Brownsville, he heads a bank
with $1 billion in assets, 14 Cameron County
locations and about 250 employees.
A soft-spoken, unpretentious man,
Rusteberg returned home to Brownsville after
serving as an Army helicopter pilot. Bilingual,
with a degree in finance from Texas A&M and
graduate work at Texas Tech, he worked as
project director for the Brownsville-Matamoros railroad relocation project and as a senior
lender. In the pre-branch-banking days of
1984, when Dennis Nixon and A. R. Sanchez
Sr. wanted to form an IBC in Brownsville as
the young holding company’s fourth site, they
kept being referred to Rusteberg. IBC and the
Brownsville native were both interested only in
long term commitment.
“I wanted to help the community,

There's a
New
Agent in
Town!

Rusteberg doesn’t dwell on his own
roles in Brownsville’s growth: he founded several organizations, one of which grew into the
Brownsville Economic Development Council,
which he chaired. He chaired two $100 million-plus school bond issues that succeeded.
Eleven years ago, when the mayor
asked Rusteberg to head the city’s comprehensive plan project, he immediately enlisted Juliet
Garcia and Irv Downing of Chase Bank as cochairs. He takes pride in the ground-up strategic plan that began as Imagine Brownsville and
has morphed into United Brownsville, a citywide, collaborative, implementation effort.
“Important things don’t just happen.
You can either watch things happen or make
them happen. I believe in helping make things
happen,” he said. “We found that every entity
(UTB, PUB, City, Port, BISD, TSC, BISD,
BCIC) had a strategic plan of sorts, but they
didn’t take into consideration what other entities were doing. United Brownsville is a resource, a blend of public and private entities,
which through collaboration is moving forward
and achieving goals. We believe Elon Musk
saw this United Brownsville collaboration and
growing infrastructure. We want to realize certain goals locally and regionally.” The group
aims to attract other, younger talent to sustain
it and grow it responsibly.
Rusteberg did reveal one of his goals:
that the Brownsville Borderplex and the region
become the best they can be.
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First in the Americas:
Customs & International Trade Program
By Eileen Mattei
“Global and international trade has become so much more complex than it was when
I was in the maquila industry,” said Tom Coyle.
The one-time metallurgical engineer has taught
Operations Management as an assistant professor at the University of Texas-Brownsville’s
School of Business for the past 13 years.
“You used to import a very few things
in very large quantities. We bought strategic
material by the ton, a few times a year,” Coyle
recalled. “Today, businesses get components
from many different sources all the time.” For
example, the Boeing 770 airplane has 58,000
parts sourced from more than 50 countries.
Trying to get vital parts across multiple borders requires finesse and expertise. “Problems
can arise because Mexico has a different trade
treaty with China then we do. Mexico has no
treaty with Vietnam. So when parts with components from several countries show up at the
border, it becomes highly complicated.” The
process of clearing international borders, both
for imports and exports, is a critical link in the
global supply chain.
To make it easier for customs and trade
professionals to raise their knowledge level,
this summer, the University of Texas-Brownsville will began offering the first courses that
comprise the Customs and International Trade
Certificate program. The only such program
offered in the Americas, it is a direct response to
requests dating to 2012 for advanced customs
and excise education in the U.S.
Last September, UTB signed a MOU
with Charles Sturt University of Canberra,
Australia, to launch the four-course program.
Charles Sturt operates the Centre for Customs
and Excise Studies and is the internationally
recognized leader of academic courses on customs and excise taxes. The courses are certified by the World Customs Organization. The
PICARD certification originated in 2005 in
a partnership between WCO and universities
which recognized a need for accredited university courses in customs and excise studies.
The graduate level courses will be
taught online initially in conjunction with
UTB and Charles Sturt University faculty in
Australia and the U.S., according to Coyle,
who will be the primary UTB contact for the
program.
“I expect as it continues to grow, we
could see a large amount of international students. We anticipate launching the master’s

degree in International
Trade
and Customs in
2017,” Coyle said.
“To that end, we
have pretty good
support from the
maquila associations in Matamoros and Reynosa
and a lot of interest from Customs
and Border Protection. The certificate program
is in the realm of
continuing education, but it has sufficient rigor and
the courses qualify for a master’s program. There are
enough people in the world wanting courses in customs compliance and excise studies.”
The courses are International Customs Law,
International Commercial Transaction Law and Practice, U.S. Customs Law and Border Regulations,
and Principles of Compliance Management. Coyle

said the certificate would give
each person a solid grounding in
global trade compliance.
“Then
you have to go to
work and put it to
use.”
Coyle said
BCP is interested in improving
the skills sets of
their employees
via
continuing
ed and perhaps
an advanced degree in the field, although that
proposal is still in the talking stages. “I would
anticipate that customs brokers would be interested as well, since the field is definitely going
to get more complex.”
For more information, see utb.edu or call Tom
Coyle at 245-4358.
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Building Better Nerds
By Eileen Mattei
Under the name Code RGV Academy, a group of local tech professionals has
been providing free, introductory technology
courses since April 2014, intent on building
better nerds. Officially, the organization wants
to spur creativity, business entrepreneurship
and innovation by introducing Valley residents
to the fundamentals (and financial rewards) of
coding.
Coding, if you have been out of the
loop, is the current term for programming.
(Programmers write code, remember.) Code
RGV co-founder Olmo Maldonado, of the media company Gomez Maldonado Gomez, said
the Valley needs to be raising its own computer
professionals and growing more businesses that
employ them.
“Our intention is to improve the workforce for everyone here,” Maldonado said. “We
know the people who are at the enterprise (advanced coding) level, and there are very few of
them. With Code RGV, we want to teach skill
sets that are highly marketable. The bigger goal
is to empower people. We succeed if everyone
succeeds.”

Code RGV classes, held twice a month at the McAllen Creative Incubator, draw upwards of 35 people interested in grasping the fundamentals of computer programming. (Courtesy)

Maldonado and Code RGV co-founders
Drew Lentz, Rene Ramirez and Justin Lynch each

have their own businesses. “The truth is we’re
nerds. We have our own perspective. We each
have a lot of business ideas we want to accomplish,” Maldonado said. But they all agreed the
best way to grow the nerd community was by
starting Code RGV Academy. “We do this
in our spare time, which we don’t have. I give

Olmo Maldonado. (Courtesy)

100% of my time to my media company. But
we also want to give another 100% back to the
community through Code RGV. That’s kind of
eliminated sleep.”
Maldonado recalled when he worked at
Google that there were classes every day -- lifelong learning. “A real programmer is someone
who learns one new language a year. It’s a life
altering experience once you get into this field.
That’s what I want to do to with the fundamentals courses.” Designed for all skill levels ages 16
and up, each fundamental course in one to two
hours introduces the participant to the unique
jargon and basic framework of a single program.
Code RGV offers free classes in categories ranging from languages and design to IT and
Web. Their 40 courses include Java Script, Google
Analytics, SQL and .NET, the last of which is
used to create desktop software and Windows
mobile applications. One class is offered every
first and third Thursday at the McAllen Incubator
(the former library building). Although fundamentals courses are not scheduled to repeat, they
are available online at codergv.com and YouTube.
People can begin attending courses at any time.
The fundamental classes require very
little IT knowledge, according to Maldonado.
“These courses aim to open up their minds. I ask
our instructors not to be too hands-on.”
On the other hand, the applications and
the enterprise courses which Code RGV will offer late in the spring will require knowledge of
the fundamentals. “You can’t come into the first
meeting not knowing what Java Script and html
are.” The application and enterprise courses,
taught by experts in the field, will charge tuition,
although not the tens of thousands of dollars being collected in major metro areas for similar coding classes.
“We have a master plan that goes 10
years out,” Maldonado said. Code RGV sees itself
laying the groundwork for the next generation of
idea developers, and at the same time, enabling
people to work at more than a 9-5 job, Maldonado said. “We don’t expect that to happen tomorrow. Our dreams and hopes are channeled into
these people.”
Besides collaborating to grow more Valley coders, Code RGV has held social events that
address the issue of current tech professionals who
realize that life is more than “all coding and no
play.” “We have a lively community with skill sets
and experience.” Through 14 networking events
and opportunities to work on joint projects, the
organization has encouraged coder camaraderie.
The group has grown to over 100 members, and
the social aspect attracts some coders who bring
their friends.
For more information, see rgvcode.com.

A Second Chance

For At-Risk Patients
Dr. Luis Padula, MD,
Cardiologist at The Heart Clinic

Potentially lifesaving procedure for critically ill patients who
need coronary artery bypass graft surgery or angioplasty
available at McAllen Heart Hospital
In situations where the heart muscle is damaged and the patient needs
revascularization with balloon angioplasty or coronary artery bypass graft
surgery, the use of a heart pump called lmpella® by Abiomed® makes
these procedures possible and may increase the chance of survival in
these patients with damaged heart muscle.
A group of McAllen Heart Hospital doctors, including cardiovascular
surgeons and interventional cardiologists are able to place this smart heart
pump prior to revascularization procedure to support the heart function
and improve blood flow in this subset of patients with heart failure in
need for revascularization. The device itself is very small and implanted
through an artery either through the groin or through the axillar region
into the heart to keep the blood pumping through the body, while the
heart arteries are being recanalized. Dr. Luis Padula and the cardiovascular
team at McAllen Heart Hospital placed the region’s first lmpella heart
pump. Dr. Padula is a member of the Heart Clinic staff and specializes in
general cardiology, as well as interventional cardiology. He is a fellow of
the American College of Cardiology and a trained interventionalist.

Innovative treatment offered in McAllen
The Heart Clinic provides comprehensive cardiac care and is here to help
identify your risk of developing heart attacks, diagnose cardiac conditions
and provide adequate treatment.

For an appointment or information,
CALL 956-630-5522
Learn more at www.heartclinicpllc.com

Edinburg • McAllen • Mission • Rio Grande City • Weslaco
Physicians are independent practitioners who are not employees or agents of McAllen Heart Hospital.
The hospital shall not be liable for actions or treatments provided by physicians.
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Farmers Market on a Daily Basis
By Eileen Mattei
After 60 years on the wholesale side
of agriculture, the Holbrook family last year
crossed over into retail when they acquired
Klement’s Grove and Country Store, a wellknown Taylor Road farm stand at McAllen’s
western limits. Now operating as Earth Born,
the store provides an outlet for the family’s organic vegetables and citrus, which are grown,
harvested, packed and shipped as South Tex
Organics. The organic vegetables have been
marketed under the Earth Born label for 20
years.
Don Holbrook moved his family from
Utah in 1955 and began farming cotton and
grain before moving into grove care. Soon after, he purchased citrus groves and opened a
packing shed for vegetables and fruit. His son
Dennis took over the business in 1970. By the
1989 freeze, Dennis could observe the resiliency of the organic citrus trees he had planted after the 1983 freeze. He converted all the groves
and fields from conventional farming to fully
organic. “It was a 180 degree shift. The freeze
was a blessing in disguise,” said Russon Holbrook, who operates Earth Born with his father

Dennis and Russon Holbrook take pride in their citrus which is retailed at Earth Born Market. (VBR)

Dennis, his mother Lynda and his wife Emily.
Growing organic citrus and vegetables moved
the Mission producers into a niche market. “Whole
Foods was an early client in the 80s when they first
opened in Austin,” Russon said. “Today our relationship with them has grown beyond grapefruit and
oranges,” with South Tex Organics supplying organic
kale, broccoli, cabbage, daikon radishes and onions
to Whole Foods distributors around the country and
to other distributors as well. The company also sells
direct to small retailers.
“Most of our products don’t stay in Texas.
There’s more demand for organics outside of Texas.
The big portion of the buyers we sell to don’t even see
the product.”
And then, Will Klement approached Dennis
and Lynda Holbrook after a citrus convention, saying he was ready to retire. The Holbrooks shadowed
Klement’s store operation last season, learning about
marketing citrus and vegetables from the retail angle.
When Earth Born opened for business last
November, customers had the equivalent of a farmers’ market on tap daily instead of weekly. “The name
Earth Born says a lot about what we are growing,”
Dennis said The Holbrooks experienced immediate
feedback from customers who raved about the freshsqueezed orange, grapefruit and tangerine juices,

fruits, grapefruit pie and pecans. That was a big
change from wholesale operations.
“The nature of a farmers market is to
sell what is in season,” Russon said. The store’s
primary products -- citrus and fresh squeezed
juices -- are seasonal as well. Besides supplying
the store with their own vegetables and citrus,
the Holbrooks are actively seeking growers
from across the Valley who use organic methodology, whether they are certified or not. “We
can move more of their volume. We can retail
to a consistent traffic flow.” Growers of sweet
corn, tomatoes and 1015 onions are lined up to
supply Earth Born this spring. Locally grown
strawberries will be in the store by February.
“The idea is to keep it local, fresh cut
or fresh picked. It’s us going out and getting
produce from the grower and putting it in our
store. We have a much fresher product. That’s
the whole idea.” Only a few months into operating a store, Dennis and Russon have numerous ideas to grow the business, including have
well known chefs demonstrate cooking with
fresh vegetables and having a tasting day.
“But there is no turning back. Earth
Born market is here to stay,” Russon said. Packaged products -- salsas, jellies, honeys, pecans,
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salad dressings -- are less easy to source locally.
“So we seek out Texas suppliers. Those are the
kind of relationships we are seeking to develop,” particularly products that do not compete
with their own. A Valley artisan cheese producer, for example, is interested in seeing how well
its products would move at Earth Born.
The success of the retail operation will
derive from South Tex Organics and the same
motivation and values that built a national
reputation based on adhering to their own
high standards. “We consider ourselves to be
stewards of the land, revitalizing the earth and
making sure that we can be producing for generations to come,” Dennis said. In fact, scientists have told him that organic and natural
growing methods seem to give their citrus trees
a built-in resistance to citrus greening disease
which has resulted in healthier trees. “None of
our groves have the disease, and they all been
tested. We are very adamant about controlling
the psyllid and constantly monitoring for the
pest. Every year we can prolong our existence
means another year they might find a cure for
the disease.”
Russon held up an Earth Born teeshirt. “We’re proud of the logo and the look.
There is value behind the name.”
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Samples of Valley grown citrus and citrus juices convince shoppers they want to take home jugs of juice, bags
of fruit and other edibles carried by Earth Born Market. (VBR)

For more information, see earthbornmkt.com

A TRADITION
OF TRUST.
Just picked, locally grown vegetables attract customers to Earth Born Market. (VBR)
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Accidental Mentors
By Susan LeMiles Holmes
Everyone who has seen the movie Star
Wars wishes he’d had a mentor like the wise Jedi
Master, Yoda, the greenish-grey, pointy-eared
elfin creature who coached Luke Skywalker
through every emotional crisis and physical
challenge imaginable. Remember Yoda’s cryptic advice? “Ready you are? What do you know
of ready? Difficult it is.”
As an executive search consultant, I interviewed many candidates who told me that
they were good managers. Some were and
some were not. What wisdom I have, is the result of observing the successes and failures of
these people and the companies for whom they
worked. None of them knew that they were
among my many mentors.
I often participate in “experiential
learning assignments” required of business students; and I pass on what I learned from my
mentors. The following is the result of one
such interview.
What qualities do you believe a successful
manager should have?
“A good manager realizes that she is managing

three things simultaneously: the people serving under
her, the process which she is in charge of and last of
all, communications with the management teams beside her and above her. Hopefully, she will master listening carefully, motivating teams, structuring work,
managing change, sharing credit, mentoring and seeing around corners.”
What are positive aspects of being a manager?
“As a manager, if you work for the right organization,
you will have the flexibility to be able to hire the type
of people and create the environment that makes the
challenges and tasks you face fun. I can’t think of a
better positive than that.”
What are negative aspects of being a manager?
“I can’t call these things ‘negative’ aspects; but I can
certainly call them challenges. Often managers are
required to perform within a business structure or
culture that does not support the goals the manager
is expected to reach. Without a lot of experience, this
is very difficult to identify and even more difficult to
correct. Also, for many managers, it is hard to develop the ability to say ‘no,’ to maintain the perspective necessary for making objective decisions and the
willingness to bear the stress of performance account-

&

Trade Shows
Executive Meetings

Contact Us for
Available Dates!

956-943-0719
309 E. Railroad Ave., Port Isabel, Texas 78578
ecdirector@copitx.com • www.pieventcenter.com
www.facebook.com/portisabeleventcenter

ability.”
What do you like about being a manager?
“Being a manager provides me the opportunity
to do the things that seem to make me happy.
I get to solve large-scale problems, untie knots
in processes, compete and collaborate, mentor
incredible talent and use my powers of persuasion.”
What advice/suggestions do you have to offer
about becoming a manager?
1. Learn the difference between supervising and managing.
2. Learn about yourself, what you do best
and where your blind spots are. Examine
what work fulfills you. It may not be managing people.
3. If you are not a “big picture” person/
thinker, stop here.
4. Don’t confuse a management title with
success and happiness.
5. Understand that you can’t “motivate”
employees. You must hire people with intrinsic motivations that can be connected
to your company’s goals, and create an environment that allows those motivations to
be experienced and rewarded.
6. Understand that some people really,
really, really want to be fired.
7. Don’t be afraid to let subordinates
grow. It is foolish to think that a highquality employee will stay in your rut with
you. If you don’t let her grow, she will look
for opportunity in a different company,
with a better boss.
8. Learn how industry pressures, business
structures, philosophies and culture affect
reaching goals.
9. Learn to manage upward.
10. If you decide on the profession of management, get comfortable with ambiguity,
lack of direction, not always being liked or
appreciated and sometimes wearing “a target” on your back. You are a manager now.
This is part of your job description.
“Now, ready you are. Powerful you are. Do, or
do not. Try not. There is no try. May the Force
be with you.”
Susan LeMiles Holmes is director of Career Services at Texas State Technical College and a
published novelist. You can inquire about hiring TSTC graduates by emailing susan.holmes@
harlingen.tstc.edu or learn about Susan’s novel set
in the Valley, “Touch the Mayan Moon” at www.
susanlemiles.com.
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Working in the Public’s Interest
By Nydia Tapia Gonzales
The Valley is home to an uncommon community design center called Building
Communities Workshop. BC Workshop is a
Texas-based nonprofit design center that seeks
to enrich the lives of citizens by bringing design thinking to areas where resources are most
scarce. BC Workshop started in Dallas, and today has two additional offices, one in Brownsville and the newest in Houston. The company
is one of only four similar companies in the
country.
“Of all of BC’s offices, ours is the coolest, because there is opportunity here with lots
of potential for change and making things better,” said Director Omar Hakeem. “We hear so
many inspiring stories from families who want
to improve their living conditions.”
Hakeem grew up in Washington, D.C.
and earned a master’s degree in architecture and
a second one in sciences of sustainable design
at the University of Minnesota. He discovered
his passion for sustainability and his desire to
be more relevant in the world in the aftermath
of Hurricane Katrina. The young graduate student was motivated to move to Biloxi, Miss.,
where he worked for his first non-profit design

Architects Omar Hakeem and Jesse Miller (third and fourth from the left) lead the design staff of the Building
Communities Workshop. (VBR)

center. Soon after, he got a job with BC Workshop
in Dallas and then relocated to the Rio Grande Valley almost two years ago.
A strong partnership with the Community
Development Corporation of Brownsville has resulted in several different community projects, including the Brownsville cycle and pedestrian Belden
Johnny Esquivel Trail and La Hacienda Casitas in Harlingen. A grant
from the Ford Foundation allowed for colonia projRMLO
ects in Hidalgo County. They have also coordinated
NMLS# 239084 a low income housing project within the city of Raymondville.
From a practical standpoint, BC Workshop
Company NMLS# 129122
develops single and multi-family housing and landLocations
scape architecture. They work in colonias and small
4757 S. Jackson Road 718 E. Harrison, Suite A, neighborhoods and assure that low income communities are always represented in the local planning
Edinburg, TX 78539
Harlingen, TX 78552
process. “We are like public health practitioners.
While doctors treat patients in their office, health
practitioners go out and look at the health of the
jesquivel@goldfinancial.com
community, identify issues and look for solutions.
www.rgvfha.com
As architects, we also work with clients in addition

HOME
LOANS

(956) 534-3044

to scouting low income communities, identifying problems, and seeking solutions,” Hakeem
said. Once they identify a problem, they set
out to find funding through foundations and
grants, for philanthropy is not as strong here as
it is in the Dallas area, according to Hakeem.
Partnering with local groups such as
the university, developers and other non-profits
helps them accomplish bigger projects and expand their scope. A Resource in Serving Equality and the League of United Latin American
Citizens are two strong partners which help
organize neighborhood meetings and presentations. During these meetings, Hakeem meets
low income families who collaborate with him
in designing their own home. “Low Income
Housing Tax credit projects, such as La Hacienda Casitas, are different because we don’t
know who is going to live there,” said Hakeem,
adding that they rely on meetings with the local community to redefine what low income
housing can be. “We want to do something for
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Inside the hip Market Square building in Brownsville, the architects and techs of Building Communities Workshop focus on good design for low income housing.
(VBR)

the same cost as other similar complexes that
include green public spaces where children
can play. We apply low impact environmental principles like separating units to create an
individual identity. We design spaces more for
the people and less for the cars; we create safe
sanctuaries, but we could not do any of this if
it wasn’t for the CDCB.” The seven-employee
company generates 60% of its funding through
design fees, and 40% from foundations.
Perhaps it is nostalgia that is calling
Hakeem back to Washington, where he wants
to open the first outside-of-Texas BC Workshop center. In January, he passed the baton to
Jesse Miller, who joined BC Workshop seeking
a meaningful experience. Miller believes that,
unintentionally, architecture ignores a large
portion of the population. Both Hakeem and
Miller acknowledge the fact that architecture is
accessible to about 2% of the nation’s population. The fact that so many people are left out
motivates them to reach out and make a difference.
Miller and Hakeem remain passionate about sustainability. Miller will continue
to position the company as a reliable partner
composed of professionals who want to make
a difference in Brownsville and the rest of the
Rio Grande Valley.
For more information, see BCWorkshop.org

Small Business
Lending Makes a
Big Difference
Small businesses are important to their owners, employees and the people here
in the Valley. At First Community Bank we know their success benefits us all.
That's why we are committed to working hard to provide them the credit they
need. It's all part of our commitment to do even more in 2015.
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Employee Fidelity Bonds
By Brent Bishop
Don’t wait until it’s too late. Neglecting to obtain employee fidelity bonds
or insurance on select employees can devastate your business. If you own a business,
the following is not a scenario you want to
encounter.
Picture a Wednesday afternoon,
when the company’s controller or chief
bookkeeper did not come to work again
because of the flu. The president’s assistant is
doing double-duty by reviewing the mail to
identify bank deposits to be made. She makes
out the deposit slips, drives to the bank and
makes the deposit.
When the president reviews the deposit slip, she notices that the “Account Balance”
is extremely low, raising the question of where
the paid receivables have been going the past
few weeks.
Here is why companies need to look
at coverage to protect themselves from employee dishonesty and theft. Whether through
a bonding company or an insurance company,
the purchase of a bond or insurance policy allows a business to address employee dishonesty,
employee theft, employee negligence and em-

ployee embezzlement.
Catastrophes can happen with respect to any
employee who handles
cash, checks, securities
and payments, whether
in domestic or international currency
A company can be
devastated by losses associated with any form of employee dishonesty. The
losses often go beyond the purely monetary to include
reputational loss to the institution, which may not be
reparable. Think of explaining to your suppliers why
your checks to them are bouncing.
This issue impacts all types of businesses. For
example, in North Texas, a federal grand jury indicted
the controller of a bakery on charges of mail fraud and
related embezzlement with respect to the diversion of
nearly $16 million in funds. The loss of $5,000 can
financially devastate a business, much less the loss of
millions of dollars.
As part of a wellness evaluation for a business, it is important for the owners and managers
to actively seek the advice of professionals in the
insurance and bonding industries. They should ask
pointed questions on the type of coverage available to

Crystal Santos Breland
Independent Beauty Consultant
(956) 283-4243
www.MaryKay.com/CrystalBre

address employee theft, embezzlement, dishonesty and negligence. The coverage should apply
to any employee who exercises any amount of
dominion and control of any form of currency
or securities.
Evaluating insurance or bond coverage
is not akin to ordering fast food. A company
cannot undertake this task believing that it is
similar to ordering a #1 in a drive-through, assuming one size fits all and the company’s needs
will be met. Rather, there are key questions
that need to be asked.
In evaluating a company’s options, it is
important that the owners and managers spend
time with an insurance and/or bonding professional to clearly identify parameters. What
specific employees are to be covered? What employees are not covered? What specific items
are considered “covered property”?
What specific acts/omissions of an employee are considered “covered acts” or “coverage losses”?
What specific acts/omissions of an employee are specifically excluded from coverage?
What is the scope of the loss coverage?
For example, disputes arise as to
whether the loss complained of by a company
was actually caused by the alleged act/omission
of a covered employee. A company may have
insurance or bonding coverage for the theft
or embezzlement of $100,000. However, the
terms of the coverage may not include the fact
that the company lost its liability insurance
coverage because the $100,000 that was stolen
was not available to pay the liability insurance
premium when due, resulting in a lapse of coverage.
In short, it is incumbent upon the
owners and management of a company to identify, in detail, the specific acts for which coverage is sought, as well as the specific losses for
which coverage is sought.
Detailed planning and an understanding of the express, written terms of insurance
or bonding coverage that is obtained is a must.
Further, if a company has existing coverage, it
is advisable to revisit the terms the instrument
with an insurance and/or bonding agency professional to evaluate whether the existing coverage meets the current needs of the company
given its current operations and workforce.
Brent Bishop is a commercial and employment
litigation attorney in the McAllen office of Cox
Smith Matthews Inc., a full-service law firm with
offices in McAllen, San Antonio, El Paso, Austin,
and Dallas. His full biography is available at
www.coxsmith.com.
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Boundaries of Waste
By Eileen Mattei
Paula Villanueva researched what other services customers of All Valley Waste could use. (VBR)
“Last September, when we started thinking about
having another business, we realized that 100% of our customers have septic tank systems,” said Paula Villanueva.
With her husband Santos, she has owned and operated the
rural garbage company All Valley Waste for 11 years. “We
saw this was a good opportunity to use our customer base
and provide them another service, septic tank cleaning.
Since they already know us and trust us, this has worked
out real good.”
Launching Dumpy’s Septic Tank Cleaning Service involved the Villanuevas in a higher level of regulatory
compliance, from TexDOT on its state-of-the-art truck to
health inspections, as well as insurance than they had dealt
with for All Valley Waste. But with 5,600 customer contracts, each with septic tanks that need to be cleaned every
two to three years, the family business owners knew the
market was theirs if they could service it.
The new company’s name comes from All Valley
Waste’s mascot, Dumpy the trash can, which connects the
two businesses. The mascot has appeared at community
events encouraging people to “Throw your trash away, not
your money.”
“I’m all about business and saving money. I take
my business seriously, but not myself,” said Villanueva. “I’m
the queen of trash. I think it fits my character. I’m a little
goofy, and people like to laugh.” So Dumpy’s has
given people something to laugh about with its
slogan: “We are Number One … when it comes
to Number Two.”
“People laugh and look at me kind of
weird, but it’s a good way to break the ice,” Villanueva said. “I want people to feel comfortable
with our business and feel confident that we will
do what we promise to do. They know we will
show up.”
The Villanuevas opened their garbage
company because existing companies did not adequately serve the rural areas. “The competition
is always there, but we’ve been able to grow and
stay in business. Competition is healthy. We offer
the lowest rates and reliable service.” Both companies operate out the same rural office and mesh
well. “Everything flows easily between the two
businesses,” she added. Three adult children of the
Villaneuevas are now working in the family business, which has seven drivers and 16 employees
total.
Thursday, March 5, 2015 • 4:00 p.m. — 7:00 P.M.
Tuned into customer preferences, AVW
has long offered various payment options, including taking payments for other utilities. “We have
Casa de Amistad
a lot of elderly customers who like to pay their
1204 Fair Park Blvd, Harlingen, TX 78550
bills in cash in person,” Villanueva said. To save
them the trip to rural Weslaco, AVW now accepts
payments at H-E-B and Wal-Mart payment staFREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
tions. Younger customers can pay online.
For more information, call 969-9009.

Exhibitor Booths Starting at $220
Please contact Febe Zepeda at 956-423-5440 or email: fzepeda@harlingen.com
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Building Business Credit
By Alberto V. Espinoza
Many small business owners are unaware of the significance of actively building
and managing their business credit. Having a
good credit history can vastly improve a company’s cash flow, its competitiveness and its access to financing. It also speaks on its ability to
repay debt.
A business has its own credit profile
-- similar to a personal credit report -- which
includes the date the business was started, the
skills and experience of the business owners
and managers, and the number of employees,
as well as annual business sales. This credit
summary may also include scores and ratings
as measures of past “behavior” of the company.
These assessments can be used to predict future
company performance.
Why are business credit reports so important? Companies, including vendors, financial institutions and lessors, use credit profiles
to determine whether they will sell, lend, lease
and open or increase a line of credit to a business. Credit information also determines the
finance rates and terms on a loan.
What can a business do to begin or

improve a credit profile? Small business owners must
remember that credit profiles are determined by their
fiscal actions. Owners have the ability to create excellent business profiles and improve their creditworthiness by taking certain actions.
Timely payments.
One of the essential factors to a good credit score is the ability and willingness to pay bills on
time. Paying on time is the best way for business owners to create a positive credit rating, and it also has the
greatest impact on a business credit profile. Businesses
that pay on time avoid incurring any late fees, which
only helps improve their bottom lines.
Correct information.
It is important that business owners ensure

that accurate and relevant information is reflected on their credit profiles by checking them
at least twice a year. Payments made to lenders,
for example, should be reflected on the credit
profile, as often credit reports do not reflect
these pay-offs. These repayments are great opportunities for owners to improve their credit
scores for paying bills on time.
Additionally, make sure accounts reflected on the business credit profile are valid
and without errors. Actively managing the business credit profile also helps to avoid identity
theft. According to the U.S. Small Business
Administration, 15-30% of commercial credit
losses are due to fraudulent activities!
Personal finances.
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Keeping personal finances in order is
especially important for startups.
New business owners often depend on
their personal credit profiles to develop business credit. Prospective creditors review personal credit profiles when reviewing business
loan applications. Managing personal finances
responsibly will ultimately impact the business
credit profile in a positive way when accessing
capital.

Insufficient, delayed, or no access to credit
is the second most common reason for business failure, according to the U.S. Small Business Administration. As a result, building and managing business
credit is absolutely crucial to the long-term, financial viability of a company. Following the actions
provided above can help to ensure that businesses
continue to grow and to have access to capital as
necessary.
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Alberto V. Espinoza is a research assistant at the
UTPA Small Business Development Center within
the Business Development & Innovation Group. He
provides support for business development efforts by
in-depth research assistance to clients of the center.
For more information, call 665-7535.

Low debt.
Strive to keep
business debt low in relation to the amount of
income it generates. An
important determinant of
creditworthiness is the extent to which debt is used
to finance business operations and the business’
capacity to re-pay. The
amount of debt to income
on a balance sheet usually
determines the risk for default on a loan. This can
negatively impact a creditor’s willingness to extend
credit.
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Provisions in Asset Purchase Agreements
By Francisco Orozco
As your business grows, purchasing and selling assets in bulk may become
necessary to increase the overall
strength of your company. You may
find yourself reviewing an Asset Purchase
Agreement
for buying or
selling a particular set of assets. These assets
can take many
forms, including inventory, equipment,
customer lists, receivables, rights under the
seller’s contracts with
third parties, or the entire
group of assets associated
with an on-going business.
The length and sophistication of an agreement depends on the parties and assets
being sold. Understanding the
primary components of an APA
will go a long way in determining
agreeable terms.
Provisions that relate to
the assets to be sold are often underappreciated components of an APA.
A list of assets often excludes critical
items necessary for the proper transition of the
purchased assets. For example, if you purchase
a sophisticated piece of equipment that requires
in-house maintenance, it is important that the
list of assets to be sold include any manuals,
guides or schematics. You may find it difficult
to motivate a seller to supply you with those
documents after the purchase. You want the
seller to convey any rights the seller has under
warranties made by the party who sold that
asset to the seller. When reviewing the assets
to be sold, check for “ancillary” items or documents needed to use or maintain the assets,
and request that any omitted ancillary items or
third party warranties be included among the
list of assets.
Your APA should address the possibility that some assets being bought or sold may
“change” during the gap between the date when
the parties agree to a price for the assets and the
date the seller conveys and the purchaser pays
for the assets. The assets that most commonly
change during this gap are receivables and in-

ventory.

Your APA should provide for
an audit on the day of or
prior to closing, with adjustments in the purchase
price to account for any
change in value. On a
grander scale, it is important to have provisions in the APA
about who bears the
risk of loss and how
the purchase price
is to be adjusted
in the event
a casualty or
similar event
occurs after
the parties
have entered into
the APA
but bef o r e
t h e
closing.

Other
important sections address liabilities,
obligations or warranties associated
with the assets. If the assets purchased include items that a buyer intends to resell, the buyer
may – by operation of law -- be assuming certain liabilities associated with those assets, particularly as
they relate to implied warranty claims. In many
sales, sellers seek to limit their liabilities by disclaiming warranties and selling assets “As-Is.”
In other transactions, however, the liabilities
and warranties can be quite extensive. The parties
may want to state in the APA and the asset transfer
documents that the purchase price reflects the liabilities assumed and warranties being made – or the
parties’ disclaimer of those things, indemnification
provisions. These may shift the risk of loss related to
the assets conveyed in the event a third party makes
claims related to the assets – are also related to the
parties’ assumptions and disclaimers of liabilities in
the APA. Because indemnification provisions can expose a business to liability for something for which
the business otherwise would not be responsible, it is
important to request legal advice when unsure about
an indemnification provision.
The representation provisions outline what
a party knows (or should know) and is representing about the transaction or assets being sold. This

sounds simple, but Texas case law has severely
limited the extent to which commercial parties
can rely on representations made in a contract
in the event those representations prove to be
false. In addition to conducting the necessary
due diligence about the assets being purchased
or sold, it is important for parties to use the
appropriate language with the representations
being made, to protect against potential issues.
This article does not encompass all the
considerations related to assets being purchased
and sold under an APA. A basic understanding
of the relevant sections will go a long way, however, towards facilitating negotiation of these issues in developing appropriate documentation
for buying and selling assets. By understanding
these provisions, a party can speak with a legal
advisor with clearer and more precise goals in
mind.
Francisco Orozco is an attorney with the Kantack
Alcantara Law Office, P.C., a Rio Grande Valley
law firm whose practice includes estate planning
and probate, real estate and business law. For
more information, see kantacklawoffice.com.
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In the Spot light

Top: The City of Harlingen, Texas held their 11th Annual Winter Texan Appreciation Fiesta on Jan. 19 at Harlingen’s Casa de Amistad. There were approximately 3,000 Winter Texans in attendance. The event this year was expanded to include a classic car show outside, a small expo of quilts, a live band, and more
businesses participating. In addition, there was live entertainment including a line dancing performance as well as a folklorico performance. (VBR)
Bottom: South Texas hospitals are partnering with South Texas College to prepare and train registered
nurses to serve as mentors, known as preceptors, to nursing students using a $146,487 Workforce Investment
Act statewide grant from the Texas Workforce Commission. The hospitals working to address the nursing
shortage include McAllen Medical Center, Edinburg Children’s Hospital, South Texas Behavioral Center,
Mission Regional Medical Center, Solara Hospital, The Doctor’s Hospital at Renaissance, Rio Grande Regional Hospital and Starr County Memorial Hospital. (Courtesy)
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In the Spot light

Top Left: The 22nd Annual Winter Texan Expo & Health Fair was held Jan. 20-21 at the McAllen Convention Center. Given such a great turnout that the aisles
were swarming with seniors and there were lines at every booth, the Expo was a great success. Look for changes in the 2016 Winter Texan Expo & Health Fair,
as Welcome Home RGV is now the owner of the Expo. Owner Kristi Collier said, “We look forward to serving not only our Winter Texan friends, but the entire
retired market for many, many years to come.” (VBR)
Bottom: The City of Alamo, the Alamo Chamber of Commerce and The Alamo Economic Development
Corporation officially welcomed Valley Donuts to the area. (Courtesy)
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Texas Economic Indicators
Courtesy of DallasFed
The Texas economy continues to expand, with empoyment growing at a 3.2% annual rate in November. Texas existing-home
sales, single-family permits and housing starts
all fell in November. Texas exports declined in
October and November. Manufacturing activity rose at a faster pace in December than in
November, according to the Texas Manufacturing Outlook Survey.
Employment Growth
Texas employment grew at a 3.2%
annualized pace in November, outperforming the nation’s 2.8% increase. Texas gained
30,700 jobs in November after adding 44,000
jobs in October. Current Texas employment
stands at 11.7 million, according to the payroll
survey (CES).
The Texas unemployment rate fell to
4.9% in November. The Texas rate continues
to be lower than the U.S. rate, which remained
at 5.8% in November.
Texas Manufacturing
Texas factory activity increased again
in December, according to business execu-
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tive responding to the Texas Manufacturing Outlook
Survey. The production index, a key measure of state
manufacturing conditions, rose strongly from 6 to
15.8, indicating output grew at a faster pace in December than in November.
The Dallas Fed conducts the monthly Texas
Manufacturing Outlook Survey to obtain a timely assessment of the state’s factory activity.

Existing - Home Sales
Texas existing-home sales declined
0.3% in November, but sales are up 7.6% year
over year. Single-family housing construction
permits fell 4.4% in November after rising
2.2% in October but are up 5.6% year over
year.
For more info, http://www.dallasfed.org/assets/
documents/research/indicators/2015/tei1501.pdf
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